The major cost in terms of time and expense in protein structure determination by X-ray crystallography typically rests in identification of conditions for generating diffraction-quality protein crystals. Several high-throughput platforms for screening protein crystallization have been developed with reasonably good success. 1 However, the total quantity of initial purified protein and the smallest detectable protein crystal will ultimately dictate the number of conditions that can be sampled in any crystallization screening. Reduction in the detection limits for protein crystallization screenings can potentially reduce both the time required for performing the initial screening of the conditions and the total amount of protein consumed. The challenges associated with early detection of protein crystallization are numerous. Optical detection approaches are arguably most directly compatible with diverse crystallization platforms and enable continuous monitoring of the same samples at multiple time-points. Commercially available approaches based on image analysis 1c or birefringence 1d are limited to crystals with dimensions spanning at least several micrometers. Incorporating a fluorophore by doping 2 or covalent attachment 3 can improve on these detection limits but also introduces a significant background signal from solvated dye molecules and amorphous aggregates. All of these previously established methods suffer from the inability to easily detect subdiffraction limited crystals and to discriminate between the formation of protein crystals versus the deposition of amorphous protein aggregates.
In this work, second-order nonlinear optical imaging of chiral crystals (SONICC) is demonstrated as a sensitive and selective detection method for protein crystallization, with detection limits for the onset of crystallization corresponding to crystal dimensions well below the optical diffraction-limit. The unique symmetry requirements intrinsic to second-order nonlinear optical methods demand that SHG is electric dipole forbidden in isotropic, unoriented media and in centrosymmetric crystal classes. However, all chiral crystal classes except icosahedral and octahedral are symmetry-allowed for SHG. 4 Consequently, 99.2% of known protein crystals can be expected to generate bulk-allowed SHG. 5 A direct comparison of SONICC with conventional methods for protein crystal detection was made using green fluorescent protein (GFP) as a model system. GFP has the distinct advantage of allowing for simultaneous two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) and SHG by nature of the intrinsic fluorophore. Furthermore, fluorescence microscopy of GFP crystals represents the extreme lower detection limit for methods based on detecting crystallization by doping with fluorophores, corresponding to 100% incorporation. Inspection of both the images and corresponding cross-sections through individual lines (Figure 1 ) reveals that the peak intensities measured for both TPEF and SHG are comparable, with the most notable difference being the much higher background in the case of TPEF.
The increase in the background in TPEF relative to SHG can be explained by nature of the fundamental differences in the symmetry requirements of the two measurements. Coherent SHG is electricdipole forbidden in media lacking orientational order extending over distances comparable to or larger than the optical wavelength. 4 In contrast, the photons generated through TPEF can be considered as arising from individual emission events and are therefore neither highly directional nor coherently connected.
Related symmetry arguments may also explain the differences in contrast for the epi and transmission detected SHG images (Figure 1c and 1d) . The propensity toward reflection or transmission is likely dependent on the crystal thickness through phase mismatch ∆s associated with propagation through the crystal. 4 Constructive interference in either transmission or reflection can arise depending on the film thickness and the difference in refractive index at the incident and doubled frequencies. † Department of Chemistry. ‡ Department of Biomedical Engineering. The overwhelming majority of proteins do not contain efficient intrinsic fluorophores as in GFP. The generality of SHG microscopy for detection of protein crystals was further assessed through measurements of lysozyme crystals. Bright-field and epi-detected SHG images of lysozyme crystals are shown in Figure 2 along with measurements of a separate crystal acquired using a long focal length lens. From the figure, unlabeled lysozyme crystals probed by SHG microscopy produce easily detectable signals. Furthermore, the SHG activity is quite stable, changing negligibly over ∼30 min of continuous data acquisition from the same location in a signal crystal (Figure 2d ). Not surprisingly given the coherent nature of the phenomenon, the orientation of the crystal relative to the axis of the beam has a significant impact on the efficiency of SHG. Measurements of a single crystal performed normal to the substrate surface (presumably commensurate with the crystallographic c-axis) resulted in a dramatic reduction in the SHG intensity compared to measurements of the same crystal acquired at an angle of incidence of 45° (Figure 2d ). These trends were also reflected in microscopy studies, in which relatively large pristine lysozyme crystals were only weakly SHG active when measured in an epi-detected microscopy configuration (see Supporting Information), but strong in transmission.
It should be noted that the P4 3 2 1 2 lysozyme crystals anticipated under the batch crystallization conditions used 6 fall into a relatively high symmetry class containing a 4-fold screw axis and an orthogonal 2-fold screw axis, which collectively reduce the net SHG activity. Theoretical calculations were performed using NLOPredict 7 to estimate the overall SHG activity of lysozyme crystals. Upon performing the orientational averaging associated with the symmetry operations of the crystal and considering just the amide chromophores, the net NLO activity of crystalline lysozyme (evaluated by the squared norm of the (2) tensor) is calculated to be less than 1% of what would be expected for highly oriented δ-function distribution of lysozyme molecules. Despite these rather grim predictions, lysozyme crystals clearly generate strong SHG responses in SONICC measurements. For comparison, the P2 1 2 1 2 1 and P2 1 space groups collectively comprise roughly a third of all protein crystals currently contained within the Protein Data Bank 5 and have been predicted to generate significantly larger SHGactivity by nature of their lower symmetry. 8 These results demonstrate the viability of SONICC for the sensitive detection of nascent protein crystals, with significant advantages in terms of both limits of detection and selectivity when compared to alternative methods currently used in automated highthroughput crystallization screenings. Even under low magnification, SONICC is calculated to yield a signal-to-noise ratio of 3 for chiral crystals of 100 nm in diameter (See Supporting Information). Given that SHG scales with the fourth power of the beam waist, significant reductions in the detection limits well beyond those reported here are possible under higher magnification. Furthermore, SONICC can be performed on virtually any optically accessible platform for crystallization, addressing a key bottleneck in current procedures for determining protein structure.
